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Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)
RTP specifies a packet
structure for packets
carrying audio and video
data
❒ RFC 1889.
❒ RTP packet provides
❒

❍
❍
❍

Payload type identification
Packet sequence numbering
Time stamping

RTP runs in the end
systems.
❒ RTP packets are
encapsulated in UDP
segments
❒ Interoperability: If two
Internet phone applications
run RTP, then they may be
able to work together
❒
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RTP example
Consider sending 64
kbps PCM-encoded
voice over RTP.
❒ Application collects the
encoded data in chunks,
e.g., every 20 msec =
160 bytes in a chunk.
❒ The audio chunk along
with the RTP header
form the RTP packet,
which is encapsulated
into a UDP segment.
❒

❒

RTP header indicates type
of audio encoding in each
packet
❍

❒

Sender can change encoding
during a conference.

RTP header also contains
sequence numbers and
timestamps.
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RTP and QoS
RTP does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely
delivery of data or provide other quality of service
guarantees.
❒ RTP encapsulation is only seen at the end systems: it is not
seen by intermediate routers.
❒

❍

Routers providing best-effort service do not make any special effort
to ensure that RTP packets arrive at the destination in a timely
matter.
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RTP header

Payload Type (7 bits): Indicates type of encoding currently being used.
If sender changes encoding in middle of conference, sender
❒ Informs the receiver through this payload type field.
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

Payload
Payload
Payload
Payload
Payload
Payload

type
type
type
type
type
type

0: PCM mu-law, 64 kbps
3, GSM, 13 kbps
7, LPC, 2.4 kbps
26, Motion JPEG
31. H.261
33, MPEG2 video

Sequence Number (16 bits): Increments by one for each RTP packet
sent, and may be used to detect packet loss and to restore packet
sequence.
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RTP header (2)
❒ Timestamp field (32 bits long). Reflects the

sampling instant of the first byte in the RTP data
packet.
For audio, timestamp clock typically increments by one
for each sampling period (for example, each 125 usecs
for a 8 KHz sampling clock)
❍ If application generates chunks of 160 encoded samples,
then timestamp increases by 160 for each RTP packet
when source is active. Timestamp clock continues to
increase at constant rate when source is inactive.
❍

❒ SSRC field (32 bits long). Identifies the source of

the RTP stream. Each stream in a RTP session
should have a distinct SSRC.
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Real-Time Control Protocol (RTCP)
Works in conjunction with
RTP.
❒ Each participant in RTP
session periodically
transmits RTCP control
packets to all other
participants.
❒ Each RTCP packet contains
sender and/or receiver
reports
❒

❍

Statistics include number
of packets sent, number of
packets lost, interarrival
jitter, etc.
❒ Feedback can be used to
control performance
❍ Sender may modify its
transmissions based on
feedback
❒

Report statistics useful to
application
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RTCP – continued

For an RTP session there is typically a single multicast
address; all RTP and RTCP packets belonging to the session
use the multicast address.
❒ RTP and RTCP packets are distinguished from each other
through the use of distinct port numbers.
❒ To limit traffic, each participant reduces his RTCP traffic as
the number of conference participants increases.
❒
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RTCP packets
Source description
Receiver report packets:
packets:
❒ Fraction of packets lost, last
❒ e-mail address of
sequence number, average
sender, sender's name,
interarrival jitter.
SSRC of associated
Sender report packets:
RTP stream.
❒ SSRC of the RTP stream, the
current time, the number of ❒ Provide mapping
between the SSRC and
packets sent, and the
the user/host name.
number of bytes sent.
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Synchronization of streams
RTCP can synchronize
❒ Each RTCP sender-report
different media streams
packet contains (for the
within a RTP session.
most recently generated
packet in the associated
❒ Consider videoconferencing
RTP stream):
app for which each sender
❍ Timestamp of the RTP
generates one RTP stream
packet
for video and one for audio.
❍ Wall-clock time for when
❒ Timestamps in RTP packets
packet was created.
tied to the video and audio
❒ Receivers can use this
sampling clocks
association to synchronize
❍ Not tied to the wall-clock
the playout of audio and
time
video.
❒
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RTCP bandwidth scaling
RTCP attempts to limit its ❒ The 75 kbps is equally
traffic to 5% of the
shared among receivers:
session bandwidth.
❍ With R receivers, each
receiver gets to send RTCP
Example
traffic at 75/R kbps.
❒ Suppose one sender,
❒ Sender gets to send RTCP
sending video at a rate of
traffic at 25 kbps.
2 Mbps. Then RTCP
attempts to limit its traffic ❒ Participant determines
RTCP packet transmission
to 100 Kbps.
period by calculating avg
❒ RTCP gives 75% of this
RTCP packet size (across
rate to the receivers;
the entire session) and
remaining 25% to the
dividing by allocated rate.
sender
❒
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Improving QoS in IP Networks
Thus far: “Making the best of best effort”
Future: Next generation Internet with QoS guarantees
❍ RSVP: Signaling for resource reservations
❍ Differentiated Services: Differential guarantees
❍ Integrated Services: Firm guarantees
❒ Simple model
for sharing and
congestion
studies:
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Principles for QoS guarantees
❒

Example: 1Mbps IP phone, FTP share 1.5 Mbps link.
❍
❍

bursts of FTP can congest router, cause audio loss
want to give priority to audio over FTP

Principle 1
packet marking needed for router to distinguish
between different classes; and new router policy to
treat packets accordingly
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Principles for QoS guarantees (more)
❒

What if applications misbehave (audio sends higher than
declared rate)
❍

❒

Policing: Force source adherence to bandwidth allocations

Marking and policing at network edge:
❍

Similar to ATM UNI (User Network Interface)

Principle
2provide protection (isolation) for one class from others
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Principles for QoS guarantees (more)
❒

Allocating fixed (non-sharable) bandwidth to flow:
Inefficient use of bandwidth if flows doesn’t use its
allocation

Principle 3
While providing isolation, it is desirable to use
resources as efficiently as possible
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Principles for QoS guarantees (more)
❒

Basic fact of life: Can not support traffic demands beyond
link capacity

Principle 4
Call Admission: flow declares its needs, network may
block call (e.g., busy signal) if it cannot meet needs
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Summary of QoS principles

Let’s next look at mechanisms for achieving this …
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